Frequency and predictors of detecting early locoregional recurrence/disease progression of oral squamous cell carcinoma with high-risk factors on imaging tests before postoperative adjuvant radiotherapy.
To clarify the frequency and predictors of detecting early locoregional recurrence/disease progression (LR/DP) during the interval between surgery and postoperative adjuvant radiotherapy with/without chemotherapy in patients with oral squamous cell carcinoma. Data on 65 patients who had undergone the initial radical surgery for previously untreated oral squamous cell carcinoma which were scheduled to receive adjuvant radiotherapy with/without chemotherapy were reviewed. Of the 65 patients, 63 (97%) were margin-positive/close and/or extracapsular extension-positive (hereinafter, high-risk factors). Eighteen (28%) patients had abnormal findings suggestive of LR/DP on postoperative imaging. Fifteen (23%) patients were diagnosed with LR/DP and treatment policy was changed. Univariate and multivariate analyses revealed higher frequencies of abnormal findings suggestive of LR/DP (univariate/multivariate analysis, p = 0.020/0.036), diagnosing of LR/DP, and changing the treatment policy (univariate/multivariate analysis, p = 0.042/0.046), among the patients who underwent postoperative diagnostic imaging tests or radiotherapy-planning contrast-enhanced (CE) CT without diagnostic imaging tests as compared with those who underwent radiotherapy-planning non-CECT without such tests. The frequency of detecting of early LR/DP before postoperative adjuvant treatment in oral squamous cell carcinoma patients with high-risk factors was high. Furthermore, postoperative diagnostic imaging tests and radiotherapy-planning CECT may be useful to detect early LR/DP in oral squamous cell carcinoma patients before postoperative adjuvant therapy.